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On the development of unmodified mud grouts for repairing earth 

constructions: rheology, strength and adhesion 
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Abstract: The conservation and rehabilitation of several sites of cultural heritage and of the large housing stock 

built from earth requires the development of techniques and materials compatible with this kind of construction. 

Grout injection is one repair solution which has been put forward over the last few years, whereas there is 

preference for employing grouts that incorporate earth in their composition. However, knowledge of such grouts 

is still very limited and requires further research. The experimental program discussed in this paper contributes 

to the comprehension of the influence of the composition of an unmodified mud grout, namely regarding its 

fresh-state rheology, hardened-state strength and adhesion. In general, the results obtained showed that the 

rheological behaviour of a mud grout greatly depends on the colloid behaviour of the clay fraction, and that the 

addition of a deflocculant and modification of the clay content (with a silt size material) is required to obtain 

grouts with adequate solid fractions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Raw earth is one of the most ancient building materials, as is confirmed by archaeological evidence from 

millenarian cities that were built entirely with earth, such as Jericho (Israel), Çatal Huyuk (Turkey), Harappa 

(Pakistan), Akhlet-Aton (Egypt), Chan-Chan (Peru), Babylonia (Iraq) and Duheros (Spain) (Lacouture et al. 

2007). Nowadays, building with earth is often the only feasible alternative for housing in most developing 

countries, while in developed countries this is an option that has fallen out of practice over the past century. 

Despite that, there is a large housing stock built from earth, widely distributed around the world (Delgado and 

Guerrero 2007, Jaquin et al. 2008) and comprises many monuments and buildings of acknowledged historic, 

cultural and architectural value (Jaquin et al. 2006). Moreover, these constructions are common in zones of 

significant seismic hazard (Blondet et al. 2003), which compromises their further existence and puts at risk the 

life of millions of people. 

 

There are several known techniques for building with earth, although the most common and widespread are 

adobe masonry and rammed earth (Houben and Guillaud 1994, Minke 2006). Adobes are moulded blocks of 

moistened earth that are sundried, while rammed earth consists of compacting layers of earth between formwork, 

whereby walls are erected. Nevertheless, earthen materials are non-industrial (Bui et al. 2008) and usually 

present great vulnerability against several damaging agents, such as earthquakes and floods (Houben and 

Guillaud 1994, Warren 1999). It is a fact that the seismic performance of earth constructions is, in general, poor, 

due to several factors (Lacouture et al. 2007), the very low tensile strength of earthen materials is probably the 

first to be noted. Despite that, the seismic performance of earth constructions relies on their monolithic 

behaviour rather than on the mechanical properties of earthen materials, so the good condition of the structural 

elements and of the connections granting their continuity is essential towards good seismic performance. The 

presence of cracks in load-bearing walls, besides constituting a path for further propagation of damage, greatly 

decreases the overall strength and stiffness of the construction, in which case they must be repaired in order to 

re-establish the original structural performance (Tolles et al. 1996). The repairing techniques usually employed 

(partial rebuilding, filling with mortar, stitching, etc.) often fail to establish continuity (bond), are excessively 

intrusive, or are of difficult execution (Warren 1999, Keefe 2005, Silva et al. 2010). In this context, grouting 

may constitute a repair solution that is more feasible, efficient and economic. Nevertheless, grouts compatible 

with earthen materials must be employed, which is not the case of those used for consolidating historic masonry 
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(fired clay brick or stone), including the recently developed binary and ternary grouts (Toumbakari 2002). The 

obvious trend is to adopt grouts incorporating earth, also called mud grouts (Warren 1999). A design 

methodology needs to be developed, although this has proven to be a difficult task. Besides the limited 

knowledge on these grouts, there are several problems arising, related to specific characteristics of earth as a 

repair material.  

 

The experimental program presented in this paper was carried out with the purpose of studying and clarifying the 

influence of the mud grout composition, namely the clay content, on properties that govern the efficiency and 

applicability of a grouting intervention. The main focus was given to the rheological behaviour of fresh-state 

mud grouts, but the hardened-state strength and adhesion were also partly addressed. The aim is to complement 

the knowledge generated by previous works on mud grouts, which in general are more concerned with practical 

questions rather than trying to understand the problem itself. 

2. BACKGROUND OF MUD GROUTS  

Currently, there are several published works on grouts for the consolidation of historical masonry (Vintzileou 

and Tassios 1995, Toumbakari 2002 and Vintzileou and Miltiadou-Fezans 2008). However, there are only few 

cases where mud grouts are studied or applied for repairing earth constructions (Oliver 2008), and furthermore 

the information provided is, in general, limited. For example, Roselund (1990) describes a grouting solution 

applied to the restoration and strengthening of the Pio Pico mansion in Whittier, California, which is built in 

adobe. The damage to this mansion was mainly in the form of cracks in the adobe walls, as a consequence of the 

1987 California earthquake. The cracks were repaired by injecting a modified mud grout (mud grout whose 

hardening relies not only on clay but also on another binder), whose composition consisted of earth, silica sand, 

fly ash and hydrated lime. The design of this mud grout was mainly focused on obtaining a material with 

adequate consistency, acceptable shrinkage, and with hardness, strength and abrasion resistance similar to those 

of the original adobes. The results of the preliminary study of the intervention project showed that the tested 

unmodified mud grouts presented excessive shrinkage, while the modified ones presented low shrinkage, 

justifying the preference for this latter type of grout. Later on, in 1994, the Pio Pico mansion was struck by the 

Northridge earthquake. The resulting minor to moderate damage, when compared to the damage to other 

buildings in a similar condition, showed that grout injection in combination with other 

consolidation/strengthening measures (strengthening of wall intersections with GFRP tie rods cored and grouted 
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into the walls, introduction of vertical anchors cored and grouted into the tops of gable-end walls and anchoring 

of the north wall to the south wall) were effective in preventing serious additional damage (Tolles et al. 1996). 

 

Jäger and Fuchs (2008) also used grout injection for consolidating the remaining adobe walls of the Sistani 

House at Bam Citadel in Iran, severely damaged during the 2003 earthquake. A modified mud grout composed 

of clay powder, lime and wallpaper paste was employed for this purpose. The decision on the grout composition 

was preceded by a composition study that included testing the addition of other materials (such as cement and 

water glass). The shrinkage and the mechanical properties, namely the compressive, flexural and splitting tensile 

strengths, were the properties that were controlled. 

 

On the other hand, Vargas et al. (2008) defends the employment of unmodified mud grouts rather than modified 

ones. This point of view is supported by an extended set of splitting tests carried out on specimens consisting of 

adobe sandwiches bonded by a layer of mud grout. Several compositions were tested, including unmodified and 

modified mud grouts (modified by the addition of different percentages of cement, lime or gypsum). Their 

results showed that, in general, the unmodified mud grouts have better adhesion capacity. In addition, the results 

of diagonal compression tests performed on adobe masonry wallets repaired by injection of an unmodified mud 

grout showed that it is possible to recover the initial strength of the damaged walls. Furthermore, the addition of 

binders, such as cement or hydraulic lime, greatly increases the Young’s modulus of a mud grout, which may be 

from one to two orders of magnitude higher than that of earthen materials (On Yee 2009, Silva et al. 2010). 

Despite the advantages of modified mud grouts regarding shrinkage and resistance to water, its employment 

must be carefully evaluated, since excessive stiffness constitutes an important drawback with respect to 

satisfying mechanical compatibility with earthen materials. 

 

The role of the construction and its interaction with hardened grout is another key point that is highlighted by 

Vargas et al. (2008), while other documents are mainly focused on the material properties of the grout. As is 

pointed out by Silva et al. (2009), the design of a mud grout is a complex process. In the first instance it must 

consider the demands of the construction, namely recovering structural behaviour and granting durability (see 

Fig. 1), in a similar approach to that used in the conservation of historical masonry (Toumbakari 2002). Then, 

the composition is defined such that the properties of the mud grout, namely the fresh-state rheological 

behaviour and stability and the hardened-state bond capacity, mechanical properties, chemical stability and 
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microstructure, meet the demands. All these properties have their particular role in the success of the grouting 

intervention, configuring to them similar importance. The complexity of the design of a mud grout resides 

however in the interdependence between these properties, which is specially exhibited when the composition is 

adjusted. Therefore, it is essential to understand how the composition of a mud grout affects its properties in 

order to design it effectively. 

The rheological behaviour of fresh mud grouts has great importance on their injectability and, consequently, on 

their applicability and on the quality of the grouting intervention. The grout must feature adequate fluidity and 

penetrability in order to, in a first instance, allow it to be injected (applicability), and in a second instance, allow 

it to completely fill a crack and assure the continuity of the repaired earthen material (efficiency). On the other 

hand, both features depend on the texture of the solid phases (particles size distribution and shape), interaction 

between particles (dispersion or flocculation), solid fraction of the grout, mixing procedure and effect of 

dispersants/deflocculants. The clay fraction of a mud grout (i.e. the finer particles) is expected to have the main 

importance regarding to the rheological behaviour. The commoner plate-like shape of clay particles is an 

impediment to the flowing of the grout, because in the onset of the flow it tends to orientate the clay particles in 

the flow direction. However, it is the interaction between these small-sized particles (whereas a great percentage 

has colloid-size, i.e., dimension bellow 1 m) that is expected to have the greatest impact. The mandatory high 

solid fraction of mud grouts promotes the collision between clay particles by reducing their average distance, 

which by its turn promotes their flocculation and consequently the reduction of fluidity of the mud grout. 

Moreover, and generally speaking, clay particles are characterized by a heterogeneous surface charge that under 

specific conditions promotes Face-to-Edge (FE) flocculation, responsible for a drastic reduction of the fluidity. 

Despite that, the manipulation of the surface charge or properties of the clay particles by addition of specific 

compounds (clay dispersants/deflocculants) is a solution usually applied to solve this problem, for example, in 

the ceramic and mining industry.  

 

The drying shrinkage of a mud grout is a phenomenon that must be limited in order to grant the continuity 

disrupted by a crack, and thus to promote the good efficiency of the grouting intervention. This requires the 

adoption of high solid fractions that, as mentioned previously, limit the fluidity of the grout. Furthermore, the 

higher the clay content of an unmodified mud grout, the higher is the expected fluidity reduction. On the other 

hand, this fraction is essential towards the development adhesion and strength, as it constitutes the only binder. 

Therefore, the clay content is a feature that must be optimized to obtain adequate fluidity, drying shrinkage, 
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strength and adhesion. The understanding of how the composition does affect these properties is the aim of this 

paper for the case of unmodified mud grouts, whose importance is crucial towards the development of a design 

methodology. It should be mentioned that, the drying shrinkage of the studied mixes was not characterized in the 

paper, as it depends on external factors that are not easily simulated to provide reliable experimental results. In 

fact, the drying shrinkage of earthen materials is a complex problem requiring further research, which is out of 

the scope of the current paper. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

3.1 Materials 

With the aim of understanding the influence of the clay fraction (particle size below 2 m) on the rheological 

behaviour of an unmodified mud grout in its fresh-state, several aqueous mixes were tested. The mechanical 

strength and adhesion capacity during the hardened-state were also evaluated for selected mixes. Instead of using 

natural soil for establishing the solid phase of the mixes, kaolin powder (Wienerberger, Kaolin RR40) and 

limestone powder (Carmeuse, Calcitec 2001 S) were used, which represent the clay and silt fractions of a mud 

grout, respectively (see Fig. 2). This procedure was preferred since the proportions between the solid fractions 

and the characteristics of these materials could be more easily controlled, more uniform and homogeneous 

throughout the experimental program than those of a natural soil. Furthermore, it was decided to use kaolin 

RR40 since this is a material mainly constituted of kaolinite (87%), a non-swelling clay mineral (Van Olphen 

1977). The physical properties of both materials are given in Table 1. A deflocculant for clays, namely sodium 

hexametaphosphate (HMP), was also used in the composition study. 

3.2 Mixes and mixing procedure 

The composition study includes the testing of a total of 98 mixes of different materials in the solid phase, 

whereby they were grouped into the following types: kaolin (K); kaolin and HMP (KH); kaolin and limestone 

powder (KL); and kaolin, limestone powder and HMP (KLH). The variables of the study are then the volumetric 

solid fraction (ϕv), the amount of HMP added as function of the kaolin content ([HMP]) and the ratio between the 

weight of kaolin and limestone powder (K/L). In Fig. 3, these variables are combined in order to present the 

tested compositions. Changing ϕv of each mix type allows investigating the dependence of the rheological 

behaviour of the mixes on the solid content. This was expected to give an idea of the maximum ϕv of each mix 
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type while obtaining a flowable behaviour that permits its injection at low pressure (for example, injection by 

gravity), which is defined by its capacity to flow or not through the Marsh cone. Regarding the importance of 

limiting the drying shrinkage of mud grouts, this is also an important finding. By altering the [HMP] it was 

expected to conclude about the capacity of this compound (or similar) in improving the fluidity of mud grouts. 

The variation of the clay content is reflected through the variation of K/L of the KLH mixes. With this, it was 

expected to conclude about the influence of the clay content in the rheological behaviour and strength of a mud 

grout. 

 

The same mixing procedure was followed for all mixes. First, the solid phase materials were manually dry-

mixed and then tap water (when HMP was added, it was first dissolved in the composition water) was 

progressively added and hand mixed until obtaining homogeneity. Afterwards, the mixes were mixed in three 

steps by a Hobart N50 planetary mixer with a wire whip paddle: first for 5 min at speed 1, then for 5 min at 

speed 2 and finally for 5 min at speed 1. In between each step, the mixes were left to rest for 1 min. 

3.3 Experimental procedures 

Rheology 

The flow time of each mix was determined according to the procedure of ASTM C 939 (1994), using a Marsh 

cone with an average flow time of 34 s for 1 dm3 of water at 18ºC and with the geometry of Fig. 4. All the tests 

were initiated within 1 min after the mixer being stopped, in order to minimize the interference of the possible 

time-dependent behaviour of the mixes on the results. The KH mixes that were apparently less fluid or that 

showed great difficulty in flowing through the Marsh cone (or did not flow at all) had, in addition, their flow 

curves determined by means of a Viskomat PC mixer-type rheometer (see Fig. 5) with a mortar paddle of 83 mm 

diameter (Hendrickx 2009). The flow profile applied is given in Fig. 6a. The flow curves of the KLH mixes were 

also determined, but by applying a different flow profile, given in Fig. 6b. Both profiles include an ascending 

stepwise branch followed by a descending stepwise branch in order to assign a similar reference state to all 

mixes. Moreover, this kind of flow profile also allows investigating the time-dependent behaviour. In each step it 

was recorded 7 to 8 data points, of which a trimmed average was taken. The rheological parameters were only 

computed for the descending branch.  

 

Strength 

The flexural and compressive strengths were tested for each KLH mix on three beam specimens with dimensions 

40×40×160 mm3, according to EN 1015-11 (CEN 1999). It must be noted, however, that the age for testing the 

specimens was defined in such a way that the equilibrium water content (ratio between weight of water and 

weight of solid particles) could be established before testing, since the mechanical properties of earthen materials 
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greatly depend on it (Jaquin 2008). Therefore, the specimens were stored and dried in a controlled ambient room 

temperature (T= 20ºC) and humidity (RH= 65%), and the evolution of their weight was monitored after 

demoulding (this was possible at ages 4 to 7 days). As it can be observed from Fig. 7a, the demoulded specimens 

achieve a constant weight in a short-time (3 to 5 days) which corresponds to the equilibrium water content. Thus, 

the beams were tested at ages ranging from 29 to 31 days, whereas the equilibrium water content was measured 

after testing, see Fig. 7b. For all mixes, this parameter is very low and it seems to depend mainly on the kaolin 

content, as stated in Johansen and Dunning (1957). 

 

Adhesion 

The adhesion developed between earthen materials and three selected mixes (see Table 2) was tested on 18 

earthen beams (160x40x40 mm3) built with three types of soil typically used in the construction of rammed earth 

houses in Alentejo (Portugal). Due to the small dimensions of the specimens, the soils were sieved in advance to 

remove particles larger than 2 mm, resulting in the physical properties given in Table 3. The preparation of the 

specimens consisted in compacting three layers of moistened earth within a typical metallic mould for mortars 

(see Fig. 8a), which were immediately demoulded and stored in a controlled ambient room temperature (T = 

20ºC) and humidity (RH = 65%). The water content for compaction was defined such that in the ball dropping 

test (Minke 2006) the ball would present some cracks without crumbling completely. The flexural strength of the 

beams was tested after 23 days (after achieving the equilibrium water content), according to the procedure of EN 

1015-11 (CEN 1999). Afterwards, the beams were repaired by injecting the selected mixes (2 beams of each soil 

per mix) into the crack between the two parts of each beam (see Fig. 8b), which were positioned in a mould to 

provide an approximate crack width of 5 mm. Before injection, the faces of the beams contiguous to the crack 

were scraped and wetted, in order to eliminate loose material and mitigate the sorption of water from the mud 

grout. It should be mentioned that the drying and hardening of the grouts took only a few minutes, showing the 

high sorption capacity of earthen materials, which can be a drawback in an injection intervention due to a 

decrease in injectability. The repaired beams were stored in the aforementioned room, and were retested after 

15 days. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Rheology 

The results of the flow time tests of the K mixes are presented in Fig. 9a, where it is observed that the higher the 

ϕv, the higher the measured flow time. Moreover, for ϕv between 9% and 10% a critical solid fraction (ϕvcr) is 

reached, after which flow through the Marsh’s cone is no longer possible. This corresponds to a very low solid 

fraction, which is not suitable for a potential grout since it would result in high shrinkage (W/S between 3.8 and 

3.4). On the other hand, adopting a larger ϕv would result in a grout with inferior injectability properties, making 

its injection at low pressure rather difficult or impossible. This behaviour is a consequence of the colloidal 

behaviour of the kaolinite particles in suspension, which interact with each other under Brownian or/and 

hydrodynamic motion, generating two possible states of the particles: deflocculated or flocculated (Van Olphen 

1977). The interaction between kaolinite particles is governed by DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) 

forces, namely electrostatic forces (repulsion between like electric double layers and attraction between unlike 

charged surfaces) and van der Waals attractive forces. In turn, the balance between these forces is dictated by 

several factors, such as the average distance between particles, their nature (permanent or variable) and the 

magnitude of the heterogeneous surface charge of the clay particles, the pH, and the ionic strength of the 

medium, etc. (Tombácz and Szekeres 2006). Therefore, when the attractive forces are favoured, the clay 

particles tend to flocculate, forming an internal structure (house-of-cards or scaffold structure) that opposes the 

flow. In the case of K mixes, the ionic strength of the medium is expected to be high, since tap water was used 

and the kaolin was not purified nor processed. This results in electric double layers at the kaolinite particles 

surfaces that are more collapsed, substantially decreasing the magnitude of the repulsion forces which are 

overcome by the van der Waals forces.  

 

When HMP is added to the KH mixes, the following deflocculating mechanisms are expected: (i) increase in the 

overall negative surface charge by the adsorption of anionic HMP polymeric chains onto the kaolinite surface, 

especially at the edges of the kaolinite particles (Andreola et al. 2006, Legaly 2006); (ii) stabilisation caused by 

the steric hindrance effect of the adsorbed HMP chains (Papo et al. 2002); (iii) complexing of the dissolved 

alkaline-earth cations and replacing them by lower valence Na+ cations, which increases the thickness of the 

electric double layers (Andreola et al. 2006). As can be seen in Fig. 9b, these mechanisms allow further 

increases in ϕvcr, since it is possible to obtain flowing mixes until a ϕv of 21% (W/S around 1.4). Moreover, the 
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higher the ϕv the higher the [HMP] required to decrease the flow time to its minimum, which in turn increases 

with ϕv. On the other hand, the mixes incorporating higher HMP concentration had their flow time increased, 

which is explained by a concentration of linear polyphosphate chains that is above a critical value (saturation 

point) and that promotes the association of kaolinite particles instead of their repulsion (Papo et al. 2002). 

 

The data obtained from the Viskomat PC rheometer was converted to shear rate and shear stress by means of 

Couette analogy. This method requires the determination of a fictitious radius Ri of a cylindrical bob, which 

would experience the same torque as that of the actual paddle. For a Newtonian fluid the ratio between the 

external radius Re (0.042 m) and Ri is given by eq. (1) 
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Whereas, L (0.063 m) is the paddle length,  the viscosity of the fluid, N the rotation speed (in revolutions per 

unit of time) and T the recorded torque. This ratio was determined using a Newtonian fluid of known viscosity, 

and was found to be 1.154 (see Hendrickx 2009). The shear rate, viscosity and shear stress values at the middle 

of the fictitious gap can be approximately estimated from this radii ratio, according to: 
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It should be noted that in this these equations it is assumed that the fluid is Newtonian, however Hendrickx 

(2009) shows that their application to cement and lime pastes (exhibiting Bingham behaviour within the tested 

range of shear rate) produces comparable results to those obtained from a Couette rheometer. 
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The action of HMP on the KH mixes is more thoroughly evidenced in Fig. 10a, where the shear stress required 

to shear the mixes decreases with increasing [HMP]. Moreover, the points of the descending branch of all KH 

mixes seem to exhibit Bingham behaviour, whereby the Bingham’s law of eq. (5) was fitted to these points. This 

equation relates the shear stress () with the shear rate ( ) by means of two parameters: yield stress (0) and 

plastic viscosity (p). In the cases that the fitting gave negative results for the yield stress, this parameter was 

forced to be 0 and the fitting was carried out again. 

 

0 p
       (5) 

 

Both parameters are represented in Fig. 10b for the KH mixes with a ϕv of 21%, where it is demonstrated that a 

little [HMP] is enough to reduce them substantially. The yield stress is related to the force required to deform 

and to disrupt the internal house-of-cards or scaffold structure previously mentioned. This type of internal 

structure is formed from the association between clay particles in edge-to-edge (EE) and edge-to-face (EF), in 

which the more numerous and as stronger these associations are, the higher the yield stress (Van Olphen 1977). 

The HMP added to the KH mixes is mainly adsorbed at the edge surfaces of the clay particles, which increases 

the magnitude of their negative surface charge, and thus reduces the frequency and strength magnitude of EE and 

EF associations. The reduction observed for the plastic viscosity is also a consequence of the effect of the HMP, 

since its addition allows a reduction in the number and size of flocks formed from the EE and EF associations, 

whereby less water is entrapped within them, decreasing the effective volumetric solid fraction (ϕ’v) of the mixes 

with a higher [HMP] (Barnes et al. 1989). In the tested domain of rotation speeds, it is the yield stress that has 

the greatest contribution to the flowing resistance, and furthermore this parameter is the main responsible for the 

Marsh cone tests that failed. In these failed tests, the flow through the Marsh cone attained a critical situation 

before the cone is emptied, where the flow rate is zero. It should be noted that flow through the Marsh cone only 

occurs if the condition given by eq. (6) is observed: 

02
1

Ar


  (6) 

 

Where r is the nozzle radius and A the pressure gradient. For the complete flow of the Marsh cone, the pressure 

gradient assumes its minimum value at the nozzle and is written as follows: 

 

A g  (7) 
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Where  is the density of the mix and g the gravitational acceleration. Considering that the density of the KH 

mixes varies from 1198 to 1347 kg/m3, the maximum yield stress that grants complete flow is calculated 

resorting to eq. (6) and ranges between 14 and 16 Pa. 

 

Fig. 10b also demonstrates the effect of exceeding the critical HMP concentration, which results in an increase in 

both parameters. Another curious result is that the hysteresis observed in the results indicates an anti-thixotropic 

behaviour, which is contrary to the expected thixotropic behaviour usually reported. This is explained by the low 

shear rate range of the tests (when compared with the range of shear rate usually found in the bibligraphy), 

which is, most probably, promoting the association of clay particles, and thus the build-up of the aforementioned 

internal structure. 

 

The results of the flow time tests of the KL mixes are presented in Fig. 11, that shows the effect of the clay 

faction on fluidity. As the clay content increases (K/L increases) the flow time increases. Moreover, it is shown 

that by substituting the clay content with a silt size material (limestone powder), significantly increases ϕvcr when 

compared to the K and KH mixes.  

 

Upon combining the effect of HMP with that of the incorporation of limestone powder, it is possible to further 

increase ϕvcr, since flowing suspensions with ϕv from 55% to 60% (W/S between 0.3 and 0.25) were obtained, as 

shown in Fig. 12. However, the flow times increased substantially when compared with those of the K, KH and 

KL flowing mixes. Moreover, it should be noted that the results show a tendency that seems contrary to that of 

the KL mixes, in the sense that the mixes with lower K/L ratios have higher flow times. This is explained by the 

fact that [HMP] is a function of the kaolin content, whereby the effective HMP content in mixes with lower K/L 

is also lower. In addition, it is expected that HMP also has a deflocculating/dispersing effect on the limestone 

powder, as it is shown in Fig. 13, whereas the flow time of the limestone powder and HMP mixes (LH mixes) 

with a ϕv of 50% is given as function of the ratio between the weight of HMP and the weight of limestone 

powder ([HMP]’).  

 

As can be seen in Fig. 14, the KLH mixes also seem to exhibit Bingham’s behaviour, whereby the Bingham´s 

parameters were computed in the same way as those computed for the KH mixes. Some KLH mixes also exhibit 
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anti-thixotropic behaviour, which revealed tendency to be extensively attenuated with the addition of higher 

percentages of HMP. In terms of Bingham’s parameters, it is shown that HMP has greater impact on the 

reduction of the yield stress than it has on the plastic viscosity (see Fig. 15). In fact the addition of higher 

quantities of HMP brings the yield stress to values close to zero, which is an important finding regarding the 

success of a grouting intervention (Brás and Henriques 2012). This importance resides in the fact that if the 

injection pressure of a mud grout into a crack is not sufficient to keep the shear stress at the head higher than the 

yield stress the flow stops. Such situation impedes the complete filling of the crack by the grout. This is an 

identical circumstance to that of the failed Marsh cone tests, where the flow of the KLH mixes (density between 

1931 and 2019 kg/m3) according to Eq. (6) would not occur completely for yield stresses greater than 23 to 

24 Pa. On the other hand, the plastic viscosity values obtained from the KLH mixes are substantially higher than 

those obtained from the KH mixes, as result of the substantially higher ϕv of the KLH mixes. This explains the 

higher flow times measured in these mixes. 

 

The limitations of the Marsh cone as a rheological apparatus are known; however Le Roy and Roussel (2005) 

proposed the expression of Eq. (8) that allows computing the flow time (tV) as function of the geometry of the 

cone, assuming that the fluid is Newtonian.  
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Where, the geometrical parameters of the Marsh cone are given in Fig. 4. Since the tested flow times are relative 

to the complete flow of the material, H is considered to be zero. Later on Roussel and Le Roy (2005) proposed 

Eq. (9), where the fluid is assumed to have Bingham’s behaviour. The parameter aV is given by Eq. (10), where 

V is the tested volume, while bV is given by Eq. (11). 
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Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) were used to predict the flow time of the KLH with base on the parameters obtained from the 

flow curves. The predicted flow times were plotted against the measured flow times in Fig. 16, where can be 

seen that both equations give reasonable approximation of the flow time. From the application of Eq. (9) resulted 

a low average error, which is rather satisfactory since the development of this equation considers the flow 

constant, which is only valid for the first half of the test Roussel and Le Roy (2005). 

 

4.2 Strength 

The flexural strength of the KLH mixes with K/L of 0.15 is presented as function of ϕv in Fig. 17a. It appears 

that there is no relation between these parameters with the exception of the mixes with an [HMP] of 20g/kg. On 

the other hand, the compressive strength of the mixes seems to be favoured by an increasing ϕv (see Fig. 17b). 

 

In regard to the effect of clay content, the increase of K/L in the KLH mixes promoted a positive development of 

both strength parameters (see Fig. 18). Moreover, the mixes with a low K/L developed flexural and compressive 

strengths that are quite satisfactory when compared with those of earthen materials (see Table 4), and thus gives 

an indication that reducing the clay content to very low values for favouring the rheological behaviour of a mud 

grout does not have undesirable consequences on its strength. However, the generalization of this remark must 

be regarded carefully, since the binding capacity of the clay in an earthen material also depends on its properties, 

such as clay minerals, particle size distribution and surface area. In addition, lowering the clay content decreases 

the water resistance of the earthen material and thus its durability (Minke 2006). 

4.3 Adhesion 

The results of the three-point bending tests performed on the repaired earthen beams, as well as the repair 

efficiency of the selected mud grouts, are presented in Fig. 19. The grouts failed at re-establishing the original 

strength of the earthen beams. However, the repaired beams developed a flexural strength of at least 0.5 N/mm2, 
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which is above the minimum flexural strength for adobes required by the New Mexico (NMAC 2006) and New 

Zealand (SNZ 1998) standards, of 0.35 and 0.25 N/mm2 respectively. 

 

The soils used to prepare the beams were previously sieved, which results in a higher clay content and, thus, in 

higher flexural strength than potentially that of a rammed earth block built with unsieved soil. Therefore, the 

efficiency of these mud grouts on such hypothetical blocks is expected to be greater than on earthen beams.  

 

The ϕv of the selected grouts does not seem to interfere significantly with the repair efficiency, which probably 

means that the water content of the mud grout may be further increased in order to favour its injectability 

properties, accounting, however, for the possibility of excessive drying shrinkage occurring. 

 

Regarding the failure mode of the repaired beams, most of them failed along the grout (see Fig. 20a), 

nevertheless for some beams of soil S3, failure at the grout-beam interface was also observed (see Fig. 20b). 

These failure modes are preferable to the failure of the earthen beam, since the integrity of the original earthen 

material is preserved. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The composition study presented and discussed in this paper allows clarification of the influence of the 

composition of an unmodified mud grout on three of the most important properties that govern the application 

and efficiency of a grouting intervention on an earth construction, namely rheology, strength and adhesion. 

 

The composition study performed indicates that the clay fraction has great influence on the rheological 

behaviour of an unmodified mud grout. Increasing the ϕv of an aqueous mix of clay promotes the flocculation of 

clay particles which is responsible for the formation of an internal house-of-cards or scaffold structure. The flow 

through the Marsh’s cone is hindered for ϕv higher than ϕvcr. The addition of a deflocculant, such as HMP, 

promotes the repulsion between clay particles, which allows further increase in ϕvcr of the KH mixes when 

compared to that of the K mixes. The flow curves determined for the KH mixes showed that increasing amounts 

of HMP decrease the resistance to flow by means of reduction of the Bingham parameters, which is a 

consequence of the weakening and disruption of the internal structure. Adding increasing amounts of silt size 
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materials (such as limestone powder), for decreasing the clay content of the mix, also results in a further increase 

of ϕvcr. 

 

However, designing a mud grout with adequate ϕv (to avoid excessive drying shrinkage) demands accounting for 

the previous two effects as was shown by the results obtained for the KLH mixes, where it was possible to obtain 

flowing mixes with ϕv=60%. On the other hand, the measured flow time of these mixes was revealed to be very 

high, as consequence of the high values obtained for the plastic viscosity. The addition of HMP was mainly 

reflected in the reduction of the yield stress to values close to zero, which may be an important feature if a mud 

grout is to be injected at low pressure. 

 

Regarding the strength of unmodified mud grouts, it was shown that the higher the clay content, the higher the 

flexural and the compressive strength. Nevertheless, the maximum clay content of a mud grout must be limited, 

since excessive clay content has negative impact on its rheological behaviour. A compromise should be found 

between these properties. 

 

The adhesion capacity of the KLH mixes selected allowed substantial recovery of the original strength of the 

earthen beams tested, where the minimum flexural strength obtained was greater than 0.5 N/mm2. Moreover, the 

range of ϕv tested seemed to have no interference on the efficiency of the repair, which means that ϕv may be 

lowered for favouring the rheological behaviour. Further research must be done regarding the adhesion of mud 

grouts, namely their application on larger specimens, and the evaluation of their shrinkage magnitude and mode. 

 

Finally, it should be noted that the generalisation of the results presented in this paper should be considered 

carefully, especially with regards to the rheological behaviour, since the magnitude of the phenomena discussed 

depends significantly on the properties of the clay fraction composing the mud grout. 
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Table 1 – Physical properties of the materials composing the solid fraction of the mixes. 

Material % Clay % Silt % Sand Specific gravity (G) PL (%) LL (%) 

Kaolin RR40 81 10 9 2.65 31 108 
Calcitec 2001 S 6 65 29 2.71 - - 
Clay:  <0.002 mm / silt: ≥0.002 mm and <0.060 mm / sand: ≥0.060 mm and <2.0 mm (ASTM D 422-63 (ASTM 1964)) 

PL: Atterberg's plastic limit / LL: Atterberg's liquid limit (ASTM D 4318-00 (ASTM 2000)) 
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Table 2 – Composition of the mud grouts selected for testing the bond with earthen materials. 

Mud Grout ϕv (%) [HMP] (g/kg) K/L W/S (wt.) 
MG_55 55 20 0.15 0.30 
MG_58 58 20 0.15 0.27 
MG_60 60 20 0.15 0.25 
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Table 3 – Physical properties of the soils used in the bond test after being sieved. 

Soil % Clay % Silt % Sand PL LL 
S1 19 47 34 28 44 
S2 15 37 48 17 32 
S3 18 29 53 20 35 
Clay: <0.002 mm / silt: ≥0.002 mm and <0.060 mm / sand: ≥0.060 mm and <2.0 mm (ASTM D 422-63 (ASTM 1964)) 

PL: Atterberg's plastic limit / LL: Atterberg's liquid limit (ASTM D 4318-00 (ASTM 2000)) 
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Table 4 – Minimum compressive strength of earthen materials according to standards/recommendations. 

Standard/recommendation Country Wall type 
Compressive strength  

(N/mm2) 

Walker and Standards 
Australia (2002) 

Australia 
Adobe ≥1a 

Rammed earth ≥2a 

CYTED (1995) - 
Adobeb ≥1.2 in 80% of the specimensc 

Rammed earthd ≥1.2 in 80% of the specimensc 

NMAC (2006) USA 
Adobee ≥2.1 

Rammed earthf >2.1 

SNZ (1998) 
New 

Zealand 
Adobeg >1.3h 

Rammed earthi >1.3h 
Notes: 
a dry unconfined characteristic strength obtained from earth blocks or cylindrical earth specimens. Aspect ratio 
correction factor must be applied. 
b test on cubic specimens obtained from cutting an adobe. 
c Characteristic compressive strength. 
d 0.1 m sided cubic specimens. 
e adobe in flat position. 
f on cured rammed earth specimens. No info is provided on the specimens preparation. 
g height/thickness=1 or aspect ratio correction must be applied. 
h lowest of 5 specimens. 
i in cured rammed earth specimens. No info is provided on the specimens preparation. 
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Fig. 1 – Design methodology of a mud grout. 
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Fig. 2 – Particles size distribution curves of the kaolin and limestone powder (ASTM D 422-63). 
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Fig. 3 – Matrix of the tested mixes composition. 
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Fig. 4 – Marsh’s cone used in the tests (dimensions in mm). 
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Fig. 5 – Viskomat PC rheometer used for determining the flow curves of the mixes. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 6 – Viskomat PC flow profiles for (a) KH mixes and (b) KLH mixes. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 7 – Water content of the beam-specimens: (a) time evolution of the weight of KLH beams and (b) 

equilibrium water content. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 8 – Preparation of the earthen beams for (a) the adhesion tests and (b) injection of the earthen beams after 

testing. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 9 – Flow time measurements of (a) the K mixes and (b) the KH mixes. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 10 – Flow curves of (a) KH mixes with v=15% (with Bingham’s model fitted to the descending branch) 

and (b) Bingham’s parameters of KH mixes with v=21%. 
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Fig. 11 – Flow time measurements of the KL mixes. 
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Fig. 12 – Flow time measurements of the KLH mixes with v=55%. 
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Fig. 13 – Flow time measurements of the LH mixes with v=50%. 
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Fig. 14 – Flow curves of the KLH mixes with v=55% and K/L=0.05 (with Bingham’s model fitted to the 

descending branch). 
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Fig. 15 – Bingham’s parameters of KLH mixes with v=55%. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 16 – Comparison between the measure flow time and the predicted flow time using (a) Eq. (8) and (b) 

Eq. (9).The y=x curve is also plotted. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 17 – Strength of the KLH mixes with K/L=0.15: (a) flexural strength and (b) compressive strength. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 18 – Strength of the KLH mixes with v=58%: (a) flexural strength and (b) compressive strength. 
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Fig. 19 – Repair efficiency of the selected mud grouts for the three soil types. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 20 – Failure mode of the repaired earthen beams: (a) failure of the grout and (b) failure of the grout-earthen 

beam interface. 


